1. When in the article did the authors first catch your attention?
   a. What techniques did the authors use?
2. How did the authors use the order of the first three statements in order to draw in the reader?
   a. Physical Harm, Damage to Homes, Infrastructure Damage
   b. How is paragraph four organized similarly to the first three opening statements?
3. What are possible multiple meanings implied with the passage “very, very fluid and unstable situation,” in paragraph two?
4. In paragraph five the authors speak to “immediate, severe flooding.” what are some examples given in this article of what damage “immediate, severe flooding” can cause?
5. In paragraph seven the authors talk about the size of the area and depth of debris in yards and feet. What can we use as a way to get perspective about how long and deep that really is?
   a. Football fields? Floors in a building?
6. On page two the authors give quotes of first hand accounts. What examples did the witness give of the destruction he experienced/witnessed?
7. How do the authors use first hand accounts to evoke an emotional response in the reader?